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News gathering goes mobile
Satellite news gathering (SNG), traditionally enabled by Outside Broadcast (OB) trucks, has a
long and extremely successful history of utilising satellite to transmit events, either minutes after
happening or even live, from the ends of the Earth to the comfort of your own home. Recent
years have seen a shift away from traditional SNG methods, like OB trucks and their teams,
towards single, ultra-mobile journalists and their smartphones.
Amy Saunders, Editor, Satellite Evolution Group

Satellite news gathering (SNG) has almost 50 years of
history behind it, having been used way back in the 1970s,
and famously demonstrated in 1982 during England’s war
with Argentina over the Falkland Islands. Today, it’s
commonplace to see outside broadcast (OB) trucks at major
news, sporting or music events, where content is partially
produced and transmitted.
SNG completely revolutionised the broadcasting of news
in its heyday, meaning that people all around the world could
stay up to date with breaking news, disaster zones, and live
streams of music and sports events, with video direct from
the source, making the viewer feel better-informed and more
involved than ever before. What once took days to reach
global awareness, now takes minutes, thanks to the global
reach of SNG. OB trucks have seen a bit of a drop-off in
recent years as satellite technology has advanced, meaning
that all the equipment required for SNG can now fit handily
into a carry-on backpack, instead of requiring a full vehicle.
The footage is beamed, via satellite, direct to a control room,
where it is processed and broadcast.
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While maintaining superiority in news gathering
techniques around the globe, SNG is nevertheless facing an
uncertain future as a new wave of mobile journalism (MoJo
to those in the know) takes hold.
MoJo goes global
In oh so many tech areas - think computers, phones, games
consoles, portable music, etc. at the consumer front, or
antennas, amplifiers, satellites, within our industry - there
has always been a trend towards shrinkage. Indeed, size,
weight and power (SWaP) have been reduced at the same
time as capabilities have grown.
This is also true in the SNG sector, where there has been
a significant shift from OB truck-dominated SNG towards
backpack-sized single-reporter kits that enable greater agility
in tough-to-reach areas, greater efficiency, and reduced costs.
More recently, as smartphone capabilities have massively
increased, and the recording of HD and even 4K video content
has become enabled in a device that fits (just about) in a
back pocket, a swathe of new reporters, particularly in the
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younger generations, have switched over to what is being
described as mobile journalism (MoJo). Not only is this new
era of SNG - and it is SNG, since the video content still needs
to be transmitted back to the control room via satellite allowing greater efficiencies than ever before, it also coincides
with a shift in consumer patterns, away from traditional news
sources such as hard copy newspapers, direct to home (DTH)
news broadcasts, or online news outlets. Consumers,
especially young adults, are increasingly staying up to date
on the world via apps and social media, and video is playing
a bigger role than ever before.
Traditional SNG, with OB trucks, are fast becoming
outdated; production costs are high, processing can be slow,
and the workflow is poorly suited for producing video for web
consumption. Consumers want the latest news yesterday i.e.
fast, on-demand, and often live. They also want to be able to
view it on a variety of different screen sizes. Indeed, the high
cost of production by traditional methods is deemed by some
as unsustainable, particularly in a time when broadcasters
are losing advertising revenue to YouTube and social media
channels. MoJo has many benefits over traditional SNG
methods; it’s faster to go from shooting to broadcasting, more
efficient in processing and equipment costs, and the kit is
significantly lighter – there’s a big different in moving from
bulky cameras and processing equipment to a device small
enough to fit in a pocket. It’s also been found that, interviewees
are less likely to be intimidated by smaller hand-held
equipment such as mobile phones than traditional TV crews,
and thus are more likely to agree to spontaneous interviews.
Traditional news outlets all over the world are getting in
on the action, training new journalists in MoJo, in order to
more quickly and cost-effectively report on fast-moving
stories. MoJo has become a must-have for major news outlets,
who are at risk of reporting old news when compared with
rivals utilising streamlined systems.
BBC dips toe into MoJo waters
The BBC is cautiously testing the water with MoJo, carefully
selecting the situations in which a more intimate approach is
beneficial to the viewer.

In July 2019, the BBC’s Political Editor, Laura Kuenssberg,
interviewed Prime Minister Theresa May shortly before her
exit from office. Kuenssberg utilised footage from two standard
broadcast cameras in the exclusive interview, but also video
taken by smartphone.
“It was a deliberate attempt to make the video as
accessible as possible,” Jonathan Paterson, Editor, Digital
Video, BBC News, told Journalism.co.uk. “There was more
human interest than detailed policy developments, and that’s
a good starting point for us in a social video.”
However, Paterson has also warned that content
producers should not get too ‘carried away’ with MoJo. For
many viewers, particularly in the older generations, quality
trumps quantity, and a more formal approach is often better
suited to news reporting. “It’s very important we have
experienced eyes behind the lens. There are significant
savings to be observed by doing mobile journalism, but
ultimately the audience demands quality. We have to make
every effort to ensure the quality is as high as possible,” said
Paterson.
The Editor reported that there are a great many trained
operators from the BBC going into the field with just an iPhone
and its rig, delivering more MoJo for cross-platform use, than
the wider public yet realises.
Freeing the press with MoJo
A recent project out of Sudan has seen hundreds of people
learn key MoJo skills in order to get their voices heard. Ranked
175th out of 180 in the Thomson Foundation’s 2019 World
Press Freedom Index, Sudan has notoriously limited press
freedom, which the foundation is keen to change.
“Our vision that everyone should have the right to an
honest and factual account of what is really happening in the
world is of paramount importance in combating fake news
and hate speech,” wrote Lord Tom Chandos, chairman,
Thomson Foundation in its annual review.
The Sudan Media Capacity Building Project, run by the
Thomson Foundation in partnership with the British Council
and funded by the British Embassy, has benefited more than
700 people, covering skills such as web publishing, radio,
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TV and print platforms, as well as MoJo. As a result of the
programme, local reporters utilised their Smartphones to
capture and relay footage of uprisings to Twitter and other
social media, catching the attention of the world. Three of
the participants also went on to creating their own journalism
workshops to pass on their skills.
“The project was successful because it worked with, but
not for, the authorities. We were very careful not to train
journalists to confront unnecessarily,” said Helen Scott,
Editorial Associate at the Thomson Foundation. “We had an
editorial board which gave us guidance and we have been
the only organisation which has been working with the media
in Sudan in such a sustained way. We trained in the
international pillars of journalism – fairness, balance, multiple
sources, and talking to ‘real people’ not just accepting official
handouts.”
The programme has proven invaluable for widening
awareness on pressing community matters such as health,
environment and education. However, Sudanese journalists
continue to face arrests and arbitrary detection by the National
Intelligence and Security Service, resulting in extremely few
professional journalists and a shortage of objective and
relevant reporting throughout the country. The country’s press
is also plagued by poor management of outlets and varied
levels in everything from expertise to credibility.
The Thomson Foundation, however, remains positive on
the country’s outlook with the conclusion of the programme.
“They know the stories; the people and they have an
enormous will to be able to report at last on their country.
Some journalists who have been in exile because they had
been banned by the security forces returned this week,” said
Scott. “We are hopeful that, with the will of the people for
self-determination, there will be a new media environment in
which freedom of expression will, at last, be possible. At
Thomson Foundation, we’re looking forward to playing our
part in continuing to support the media in the future.”
In other news, the Thomson Foundation recently
announced the winners of its Middle East and African-centric
Journalism Now Team Challenge, which saw teams set up a
media brand online and through social media to win a oneweek UK media study tour. MoJo was in heavy use among
the more than 600 competing teams, with the winning Team,
Youth Media, utilising Instagram and Facebook to share
stories about disabled rights.
“In many countries, when students are learning about
journalism, they’re learning through very theoretical and
academic courses, so they don’t get cutting-edge insights or
chance to practice. The competition was fundamentally a way
of giving people the situation where they have to engage
with digital tools,” said Hosam El Nagar, Director of Learning
and Innovation at the Thomson Foundation. “You can do
everything with just a smartphone and we’re encouraging
people to use the tools that they have available and to show
them [how] to use them to produce content to a high standard.”
Bad news made better with memes
Meanwhile, in a bid to address its declining and aging
viewership, TV2 Østjylland, one of the Denmark’s eight
regional stations under TV2, has shifted its news reporting
onto alternative platforms, including Facebook and Instagram,
and utilising memes. The memes (images with humour) utilise
images or video of famous people or popular culture to spread
news items among younger viewers.
One example of using memes to spread news is TV2
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“The programme has proven invaluable for
widening awareness on pressing community
matters such as health, environment and
education.”
Østjylland’s dissemination of the story in which Aarhus
University had to inform 200 students that they had failed to
graduate after a misinterpretation of the academic rules. The
TV station utilised a moment from pop culture, when Steve
Harvey crowned the wrong Miss Universe back in 2015, with
the tag: ‘There’s been a mistake.’
Across the world, large proportions of older generations
assert that young people have little or no interest in the news,
current events, or the world around them. This belief has been
widely discredited, with those more in the know attesting that
younger people are simply consuming the news in different
formats.
TV2 Østjylland certainly believes this to be the case:
“Young Danes are absolutely into journalism. The problem is
that traditional media are reluctant to publish stories on
modern platforms where young people prefer to consume
content, using appropriate language. It’s our problem, not
young people’s problem,” said Head of News Louise
Pettersen, who also asserts that it’s important that Danish
language media be produced so that the country’s younger
generations are not consuming all their news online in English.
“We are financed by Danes for all Danes, so it’s important for
us to be relevant to all target groups. Our traditional TV
audience is getting older and smaller so if we want to keep
our relevance in ten years’ time, we have to make the effort
to reach a younger audience now.”
While TV2 Østjylland originally faced criticism and
mocking - you can certainly imagine the unkind words around
‘pandering to millennials’ that such a move would cause in
the UK - the initiative is seen as a natural evolution of news
dissemination among younger audiences. “We couldn’t take
the traditional narrative and just put that onto Instagram or
Facebook. We had to define a new way of communicating
with a younger audience,” said Pettersen. “The memes have
helped us slowly change our narrative on TV. It’s not been a
revolution, but we do use graphics more than before.”
The future of MoJo
MoJo is undoubtedly here to stay. The ability to reach wider
audiences, faster, with more cost-effectively produced
content, is always going to be a win-win for existing and
emerging news organisations across the globe. New apps to
aid in the production of MoJo content, such as Canva,
Snapseed, Storyboard, PicPlayPost, Stop Motion Studio and
ThingLink, among literally hundreds of others, are popping
up at an alarming rate to ease the shift away from traditional
SNG to a more modern, streamlined approach.
Traditional news outlets need not fear yet, for there are
still plenty of households where news is consumed in the
traditional manner - newspapers and broadcast TV - however,
by adapting to the latest evolution in SNG now, they can
certainly smooth the way ahead in the coming years.
Satellite will of course continue to play a key role in this
new era of news gathering. Even with some footage being
transmitted wirelessly over 4G or 5G networks, satellite
invariably plays a role somewhere in the chain in the support
of those networks. So, it’s good news on the horizon for

operators as well!
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